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KINSHASA: Congolese President Joseph
Kabila will step down after elections to be
held by the end of 2017 under a last-
minute deal struck by political parties on
Friday, the lead mediator of the talks said.
Negotiators spent weeks in tense talks
seeking to ensure Democratic Republic of
Congo’s first peaceful transfer of power
since independence in 1960. But it
remains unclear if elections can be organ-
ized by the end of next year, or if leading
politicians, including Kabila, will keep to
the terms.

“The government is asked to take all
steps so that the elections are organised
by the end of 2017 at the latest,” said
Marcel Utembi, president of Congo’s
Catholic Bishops’ Conference, which has
mediated the talks. Under the deal, which
is expected to be formally signed on
Saturday, Kabila will be unable to change
the constitution to allow him to stay in
power for a third term.

Kabila’s mandate ran out on Dec 19,
but authorities have effectively extended
it until 2018 because the government

said it could not arrange elections before
then. The parties agreed that Kabila will
appoint a prime minister from the coun-
try’s main opposition bloc to oversee the
transition, a major sticking point in the
final stages of the talks.

Neither Kabila nor the country’s leading
opposition leader, Etienne Tshisekedi, are
expected to sign the deal, raising concerns
about whether it will be respected.
Spokesmen for the government and Kabila’s
ruling coalition were not available for imme-
diate comment. Election experts also ques-

tion the feasibility of organizing presidential,
legislative and provincial assembly elections
together by the end of 2017.

“If the accord calls for organizing the
three elections together, it (shows) a com-
mon will to not organise good elections,
or at least to not organize them within
the planned timeframe,” Sylvain Lumu, a
lawyer and election expert, told Reuters
shortly before Utembi’s announcement.
Kabila’s extension of his rule has sparked
bloody confrontations. Security forces
killed around 40 people last week protest-

ing over the tenure of a leader who came
to power in 2001 following his father
Laurent’s assassination.

Western and African powers feared the
current impasse could lead to a repeat of
conflicts seen between 1996 and 2003 in
eastern Congo in which millions died,
mostly from starvation and disease. A suc-
cessful deal, however, is seen offering a
boost to pro-democracy activists in other
African countries and help buck a trend in
which presidents have changed constitu-
tions to stand for third terms. — Reuters 

Congo deal reached for Kabila to step down after elections

MADRID: Spanish Prime Minister
Mariano Rajoy yesterday flatly rejected
the possibility of a referendum in the
northeastern region of Catalonia on a
split from Spain, telling pro-indepen-
dence politicians to desist from attempts
to hold one next year. The regional
Catalan government has said it will hold a
referendum on secession before
September 2017, with or without consent
from the central government, although
they would prefer a consensual vote like
the one Scotland held in 2014. Scots vot-
ed to remain part of the United Kingdom.

“It is not possible to hold a referen-
dum that will do away with national sov-
ereignty and the equality of Spaniards,”
Rajoy told a year-end news conference,
adding he was open to talks over other
issues but the law was clear that a refer-
endum was illegal. “This is not going any-
where, I’m offering something which is a
lot more reasonable - dialogue,” Rajoy
said. “I ask that no more steps are taken in
the opposite direction.”

High unemployment and austerity
cuts following an economic crisis have
intensified a long-standing separatist
movement in the wealthy northeastern
region. Catalans held a symbolic ballot on

independence from Spain in 2014 follow-
ing a legal block by the central govern-
ment against a formal vote. Nearly two
million Catalans voted in favor of seced-
ing from Spain but turnout was low.

Many senior politicians involved in
that vote, staffed by grassroots pro-inde-
pendence organizations, have since faced
sanctions or trials for pursuing measures
which were deemed illegal by Spain’s
Constitutional Court. Pro-independence
parties came to power in the local
Catalan assembly in 2015. Catalan
President Carles Puigdemont said on
Friday the region would hold the referen-
dum in 2017 and carry out the people’s
mandate ‘without delay or excuses’.

However, support for a break with
Spain has ebbed over the past six
months, a poll showed on Thursday. The
number of Catalans who oppose seces-
sion stood at 46.8 percent in December,
up from 45.1 percent in November and
42.4 percent in June, according to the
regional authority ’s official pollster.
Support for independence was slightly
up from November at 45.3 percent, but
down from 47.7 percent in June, when
more people had declared themselves in
favor of a split than against it. — Reuters 

UNITED NATIONS: Ban Ki-moon ends 10 years
at the helm of the United Nations lamenting the
“fires still burning” from Syria to South Sudan but
buoyed by a global agreement to combat cli-
mate change and new UN goals to fight poverty
and inequality. As a final act before his term
ends at midnight on New Year’s Eve, the secre-
tary-general will push the button starting the
descent of the glittering 11,875-pound ball in
New York’s Times Square in the countdown to
2017’s arrival.  At that moment, former
Portuguese Prime Minister Antonio Guterres will
start his tenure as United Nations chief for the
next five years.

Looking back at his stewardship of the United
Nations at a farewell news conference earlier this
month, Ban told reporters “this has been a
decade of unceasing test.” While he has seen col-
lective action improve millions of lives, Ban
expressed frustration at the failure to end Syria’s
war, now in its sixth year, and conflicts in South
Sudan, Yemen, Central African Republic and
Congo, to name a few.

And in rare criticism of world leaders, he
blamed unnamed presidents, prime ministers
and monarchs for the turmoil in the world today

- and expressed disappointment many care
more about retaining power than improving
their people’s lives. He singled out Syria, saying
he can’t understand why it is being held hostage
to “the destiny” of one man, Bashar Assad.

‘Pre-eminent 21st century fact’
Even after leaving the UN, Ban said he will

keep urging new and longstanding leaders to
embrace the “pre-eminent 21st century fact” -
that “international cooperation remains the
path to a more peaceful  and prosperous
world” - and to demonstrate “compassionate
leadership.” To reinforce this, the secretary-
general’s final trip this month was to visit the
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and
Museum in Springfield, Illinois. “Lincoln was a
heroic force for equality, integration and rec-
onciliation; and desperately, we need that
spirit today,” Ban said of the US leader during
America’s Civil War.

Ban has also expressed frustration at the way
the UN operates and expectations in some quar-
ters that the secretary-general has the power “to
be some almost almighty person.” That’s impos-
sible, he told the AP in September, because the
UN’s 193 member states make decisions and the
secretary-general implements them. The UN
chief cannot implement his or her own policies
and initiatives.

John Bolton, who was US ambassador to the
UN when Ban was selected to be secretary-gen-

eral, said President George W Bush’s administra-
tion supported him because “we wanted some-
one who would do what the member govern-
ments wanted” - and not take the lead on issues
and act as the world’s top diplomat like then-

secretary-general Kofi Annan. “I think Ban Ki-
moon lived up to our expectations, which is
not to say I agreed with every position he took
on climate change and things like that,” Bolton
told AP. When the former South Korean foreign
minister, who grew up during the Korean War,
took over as secretary-general from Annan at
the start of 2007, he promised his tenure
would be “marked by ceaseless efforts to build
bridges and close divides.” And he made tack-
ling global warming, then on a back burner, a
top priority.

During his first term, he won plaudits for
helping move climate change close to the top of
the global agenda, for creating UN Women to
focus on the fight for gender equality, and for
speaking out early and strongly for demonstra-
tors in Tunisia and other countries that rose up
in the Arab Spring.

During his second term, his campaign for a
new global climate deal culminated in the
December 2015 Paris agreement. He got all 193
member states to agree on 17 new UN  goals
and 169 targets to combat poverty, achieve gen-
der equality, protect the environment and
ensure good governance by 2030. He called ear-
ly on for an end to the Syrian conflict and he
strongly backed gay rights despite opposition
from many countries.

But Ban also faced criticism - in his first term
for not speaking out against human rights abus-
es in China and Russia. In his second term, the
UN ‘s handling of the cholera epidemic in Haiti
and its failure to deal effectively with sexual
abuse by UN  peacekeepers in the Central
African Republic and elsewhere were widely crit-
icized. Ban’s temporary removal of the Saudi
Arabia-led coalition in Yemen from a UN  black-
list for allegedly killing children after coalition
supporters threatened to stop funding many UN
programs was sharply rebuked as well.

‘Sense of humility’
A workaholic, Ban traveled more than any of

his predecessors on UN  business. He said most
Western leaders speak through statements, but
he believes face-to-face meetings with world
leaders are critical to getting support to end
conflicts or promote action on issues like climate
change and combatting poverty.

Despite his decade as UN chief, Ban Ki-moon
is hardly a household name. He has been criti-
cized for his lack of charisma and communica-
tion skills crucial in an increasingly globalized
and interconnected world, though in private and
at the off-the-record UN Correspondents
Association’s annual gala he has regularly dis-
played a good sense of humor. — AFP

PARIS: Money, and how to get it, has
dogged French far-right presidential con-
tender Marine Le Pen for years. Now, as her
National Front party’s treasurer says it’s look-
ing “everywhere” for the 20 million euros
($21 million) needed to fund upcoming
campaigns, she may be looking to Russia for
cash - again. While foreign donations to
French political parties are barred, loans are
not. But it’s still a daring prospect for a party
whose finances have already drawn unwant-
ed scrutiny.

Alleged funding irregularities have
prompted multiple legal investigations and
an impending trial for several party officials
and associates, and a 2014 loan from a
Russian bank raised concerns over Moscow’s
potential influence on French democracy.
Not to mention the U.S. decision this week to
impose sanctions and expel Russians over
alleged cyber-meddling in the U.S. presiden-
tial election.

The French National Front says it’s the tar-
get of a smear campaign, and notes that
other candidates have also had financial
troubles. Le Pen’s firm rejection of foreign
influence would make fishing for finances
outside French waters a no-go, were it not
for her Russia-friendly stance and what party
officials say is the refusal of French banks to
lend money to the anti-immigration
National Front.

Working discreetly
Funds are needed to finance campaign-

ing for the April-May presidential vote and
June parliamentary elections. Party officials
deny recent reports that they have already
received a new loan from a Russian establish-
ment - but no one is denying that the party
may be asking for one. “We are looking
everywhere. We are working discreetly,” party
treasurer Wallerand de Saint Just told The
Associated Press. The National Front needs
20 million euros for its electoral campaigns,
and already has a portion of it, he said in a
telephone interview, without specifying the
amount in hand. They’re not ruling out fund-
ing requests from sources including Russia,
the United Arab Emirates, or even the United
States, he said.

The party borrowed 9 million euros in
2014 from the small First Czech Russian
Bank, but the bank’s license was revoked this
year, Saint Just said. Other Russian banks
might consider a new loan. Moscow has
courted far-right parties in Europe in an influ-

ence-building campaign as friction between
Russia and the West has mounted over
Ukraine and the Syrian civil war. Some lead-
ers like Le Pen have hobnobbed in Moscow
and at embassy events at home. Chieftains of
Hungary’s anti-Semitic Jobbik and Austria’s
Freedom Party also have made the trip.

Le Pen envisions a concept of Europe that
stretches “from the Atlantic to the Urals,” that
would encompass Russia instead of pressur-
ing it over Vladimir Putin’s authoritarian poli-
cies. In a shifting of views in Russia’s favor,
some mainstream politicians, from France’s
conservative Francois Fillon, a top presiden-
tial contender, to US President-elect Donald
Trump, are sympathetic to a friendly
approach to Moscow.

Finding ways to raise money has run like
a leitmotif through Le Pen’s quest to make
the National Front an alternative to main-
stream political parties - and has led to run-
ins with the law. The party treasurer, Saint
Just, is among seven people called to stand
trial for alleged schemes to bolster party cof-
fers. Le Pen is not implicated, but the party
has also been called in for judgment, along
with two concerns run by old Le Pen friends.
They allegedly helped raise funds through a
complex system that judicial authorities
deem illegal.

‘Russia-phobia’ 
“I will be acquitted,” Saint Just said. “We

have absolutely done nothing wrong.” A trial
date has not been set, but a judicial official
said it was unlikely to take place before the
elections, so as not to “interfere with democra-
cy.” There is concern now that any new effort
to tap Russian banks for loans could do just
that, however, by making France vulnerable to
influence from the Kremlin.

“There is an ambient Russia-phobia that is
now leading to theories of plots,” the
National Front’s No 2 official, Florian
Philippot, said Thursday on the iTele TV sta-
tion. US intelligence agencies suspect that
Moscow hacked into private email accounts
to interfere with the US political process in
favor of Trump - a claim shrugged off by
Putin, who said recently that the hackers
could have been located anywhere. A Russia-
friendly approach to geopolitics runs in the
Le Pen family. Jean-Marie Le Pen, the
National Front’s co-founder, his daughter
Marine and her niece Marion Marechal-Le
Pen have all made numerous visits to
Moscow over the years. — AP

Ban Ki-moon buoyed by climate 
accord but laments conflicts
He has seen collective action improve millions of lives

IRBIL: In this Jan 4, 2014, file photo, United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon sits inside
a tent belonging to a Syrian refugee family at a refugee camp. — AP 

STRASBOURG: In this July 14, 2009 file photo Jean-Marie Le Pen, right, and his
daughter Marine Le Pen sit at the European Parliament. — AP 

French far right 
short on funds

KIEV: The skeptics are out there-and so are the
shells echoing over the decimated war zone of
eastern Ukraine that is supposed to be protected
by a new “indefinite” truce. The announcement of
latest armistice in the 31-month conflict that has
roiled the EU’s backyard at the cost of nearly
10,000 lives came after several days of unusually
heavy clashes that killed 10 Ukrainian troops and
an undisclosed number of insurgents.

Only one Ukrainian soldier has died in the
week since the ceasefire began.  Yet each side
accuses the other of pelting dozens of missiles
every night in what is supposed to be a time of
peace and good will. The question is whether
this deal will collapse like the two prior peace
agreements and four temporary ceasefires-all
tied to specific dates like religious holidays or
the start of a school year-or might actually let
the mortars die down.

Geopolitical ground shift 
Talk of halting hostilities in the separatist

areas of Russian-speaking regions of Donetsk
and Lugansk comes at a time of immense
geopolitical change. The US election saw Donald
Trump beat the hawkish Hillary Clinton in a dra-
ma-filled contest that was closely watched in
Ukraine. The reality TV star and property mag-
nate has professed his admiration for Vladimir
Putin-the Russian leader Ukraine accuses of
launching the war two months after the
Moscow-backed president was ousted in Kiev in
February 2014.

Some believe Putin may want to get on
Trump’s good side by reining in the militias in
order to get US sanctions lifted from Russia’s criti-
cal oil and gas sectors. The counter-argument says
Putin will simply feel free to do what he pleases
with Trump-who once had trouble pinning down
who controlled Russian-annexed Crimea-in power.
“The end of the war fully depends on Putin,” said
Moscow military analyst Pavel Felgenhauer. Russia
itself denies any role in the conflict.

European, rebel impatience 
Germany and France have spearheaded

nearly two years of peace talks that have been
hit in past months by new problems such as
Britain’s exit from the European Union and a
populist wave sweeping the continent. Several
European diplomats have said in private that

both countries are tired of Kiev’s resistance to
even the most minor concessions agreed under
a February 2015 peace deal Paris and Berlin
helped broker to end the bloodletting.

The most important one would award the
separatist regions limited special status that
would let them set up their own local councils
and police forces. Lugansk peace negotiator
Vladislav Deinego admitted there has been a
“significant drop in the number of attacks.” “But in
order to see further progress in peace talks or for
us to gains special status, we need a complete
halt to the fire.” Some European officials urge
patience. “What is required is political will,” said
Alexander Hug of the Organization for Security
and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE). “They have
shown in the past that they can cease fire when
they want to,” the OSCE’s Principal Deputy Chief
Monitor for Ukraine told AFP.

Stronger Ukrainian force 
Ukraine’s army was in a shambles and rid-

dled with corruption when the separatists began

their revolt in April 2014. But Western military
equipment such as radars as well as massive
Ukrainian spending have turned the army into a
well-fortified force that is no longer as easy for
the Moscow-backed fighters to catch by sur-
prise. A deal between Putin and Trump might
end the flow of Russian weapons and troops
that Western reporters have seen pouring into
the war zone for years. “Without Russian parts
and ammunition, the rebels can last a couple of
weeks at the most,” Ukrainian military analyst
Sergiy Zgurets told AFP.

Domestic pressure on Ukraine to stop its
young generation from dying in combat is also a
factor. Nationalist sentiment-as well as tremen-
dous fury at Russia-was high when the war first
started and those passions still linger. But war
fatigue has also set in. “People are tired of war,”
said Kiev political analyst Vadym Karasyov. Only
14 percent of those polled jointly by two of
Ukraine’s top research centers in mid-December
said they wanted fighting to continue “until all
the territory was returned to Ukraine.”  — AFP 

Will Ukraine’s ‘indefinite’ 
truce bring any change?

DONETSK: Recently freed judge Anzhelika Presnyakova (L) and journalist Olga Svorak (C) talk with
negotiator Volodymyr Ruban who was involved in prisoner swaps (R) during a gathering. — AFP 

Catalan referendum 
is not possible: Rajoy 


